The natural identification of an odor, smelled once, highlights a new idea on the artificial intelligence for electronic noses to mimic as close as possible the biological olfactory system. For the first time, a natural on-line training with only one sample, to extract both eigen-weights and eigen-bias, for each odor is built herein to elaborate a natural identifier neural model in a real work environment. The proposed model efficiently reduces the maximum extent of traditional neural models complexities, namely generic work-laboratory, dimensional data learning (typically from 60 to 80%), model adaptability complication, time-consuming, heavy experiment materials and chemical products. The outcomes show that the invented model identifies correctly 100% the three hazardous contaminants of the test data (all data minus only three samples for learning) processed from gas sensors weakened in the harshest conditions. Therewith, this natural identifier model methodology is elaborated easily enough to be efficient in different environments conditions to accurately control the air quality safety in any local area.
I. INTRODUCTION
At present, the standard neural models for electronic noses (e-noses) are elaborated and tested in the laboratory generic physical conditions. These models usually provide a strong ability to air quality safety without any significant complexities [1] - [4] . However, the special local conditions; temperature, humidity, cross-sensitivity of other pollutants, lowest concentration and sensors pre-aging, can inevitably influence the characteristics of gas sensors' signals [5] - [8] .
Accordingly, the e-nose is quite hard to process the weak signals drift with standard laboratory models; the traditional identifier neural models are not suitable due to the fault of the real sensor array evaluation. To make the e-nose more workable, by increasing its performance accuracy, the appropriate models development is required. The weak signals of sensors drift should be taken into account. The sensors tolerant faults are usually informative as long as the improvement surface functionalization, the hetero-junction and the core/shell structure [9] , [10] do enhance both high sensors' sensitivity and selectivity spectrum [11] , [12] . That is way much focus is The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yongming Li. only on the e-nose software tool rather than the hardware part. Indeed, with special conditions, each learning ability of the model must be verified in real-life measurements, instead of laboratory conditions. This process is an attenuate measure to ensure an uncertainty estimation of weak signals instead of their amplification [8] , [13] . Nevertheless, it is not practical to maintain the unavoidable and uncontrolled conditions in each local open-air like a veritable mobile laboratory. The heavy materials of laboratory, energy-consumption and long time to repeat experiments to collect a real dimensional data make it difficult to work outside laboratory conditions.
Regarding the energy autonomy, the e-nose needs less than a few nano-watt power for its operation [10] . Even in an open-air area, an indoor photovoltaic energy harvesting power module has been developed so as to empower an Internet of Things (IoT) sensor node which necessitates more electrical energy. Therefore, the problem of the e-nose energy autonomy has been solved [14] , [15] . Indeed, the real time extraction of the fewest samples, in any particular situations allows to construct a suitable local model. This further makes the process faster and solves all the above mentioned challenges that may severely affect the models' learning ability. VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
In the same way, the Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) technology has been selected for two essential objectives. the first is related to the used data set extracted from the same TGS type [16] , [17] . The second is to overcome the MOS disadvantages that restrict mobile robotic olfaction of the e-nose.
The developed accurate multilayer perceptron (MLP) is tested by using the data set obtained from a real array of tin-oxide (SnO 2 ) gas sensors which summarize all the mentioned signals' problems. Thereby, the typical software package of e-nose must be flexibly extended to drifted signals and accommodated with what may happen in sensors network platforms. Adding, repairing or eliminating sensors become within easy reach. Moreover, the tolerated sensors faults in the learning phase can avoid the negative shift of the quality measurements without inhibiting the model performance.
As far as air pollution safety is concerned, the permanent control of air quality is an essential condition to mitigate air pollution. It does ensure the well-being safety with healthy living [3] , [4] . The poisonous pollutants pervasiveness in the air causes directly particular side health effects, according to the World Health Organization (WHO) recommendations [18] . In fact, 3.8 million people die annually due to pollution, 1.5 million of them pass away owing to indoor air pollution [19] .
The aim to establish a specialized monitoring system for real time control of the contaminants is to assess quickly the air quality status. It should be noted that gases cannot be smelled in the lowest concentration cases. To avoid unfelt alarmed damage [20] , the accurate identifier model processing providing air quality safety must work out without pollutants identification faults.
According to the cognition system, learning is, unfortunately, closely connected to the traditional monolithic neural networks [21] . After all, the back propagation multilayer perceptron algorithm [7] is, fortunately, a powerful approximator of any nonlinear functions [22] . MLP is an appropriate easy algorithm which usually performs well even with large complex data. However, other learning algorithms (like support vector machine, Bayesian learning, etc.) have convenient computational results when dealing with dimensional data [23] , [24] . Thereby, MLP has many other advantages, such as a strong ability to reduce noise, fault tolerance, adaptive learning possibility, with small samples and generalizability that is why, it is a judicious choice that constitutes a valid and solid basis for the implementation of our flexible idea.
For the first time, a new idea on neural network concept is highlighted to understand deeply the human smelling's neural behavior. Each odor smelled once or twice is almost well identified with a normal human nose. Analogically, an on-line training with only one sample of each new smelled odor type is fully sufficient to elaborate a natural identifier model. To achieve this, we have developed a classic neural model by adding to it the other learnable parameters.
A part from the number of all samples and the encoded desired output for the gases, the classes number is additionally parametrized into the objective equations of the MLPs concept. Then, each learned class is done independently from the others, that is the weights and bias of each class are separately defined during the sub trainings. These executed operations from different loop iterations are overlapped in an organized training phase of the natural identifier network model. However, in the testing phase, all the extracted weights and bias of classes can be used one by one so as to truly identify the detected gas. This is the reason why the parameters of each class can be quickly found by avoiding the complications related to the common parameters (weights and bias) in the traditional identifier models. The natural identifier model makes the electronic noses more practical in real environment conditions instead of generic laboratory ones. For more learning classes autonomy, the natural model will open the door wide to other independent parameters of each class; the iterations required, the hidden layer's neurons, etc, when necessary. It also allows to extract the eigen weights and bias (EWBs) from each learned class using only one sample. The extracted EWBs of each trained class type is are used to assess all gases' identification. Each gas has been identified by using its EWBs that give the test's error identification (TEI). This gas' identification is doubly controlled by the EWBs of other gases which gives the control of test's error identification (2CTEIs). Moreover, for a true identification, the TEI must have a value which converges to zero, while the CTEIs must reach high values inevitably depending on the studied case, as detailed below. The TEI and CTEIs lead to a double control of the identifications accuracy without any failures or false decisions, as each EWBs faithfully keep the print of their gas' class among the others.
Even more, the outcome presented, in all the figures above, in unequivocal terms, carefully emphasizes more hidden details in terms of statistical values and views (images). Consequently, the detailed competitive results of both classification and identification accuracy, respectively, achieve 100%. In contrast, the classic neural MLP models are not operational to be built in real complex conditions because they need several repeated experiments made in laboratory; the major part of the dimensional data preparation (typically from 60 to 80%) needs at least 50 samples for each learned class. Also, the difficulty faced to extract the common weights of all classes from the traditional identifier models makes 100% test results hardly achievable in complex cases. This last result is verified with only one test error parameter that cannot ensure true identification. This risk is overcome through the double controls possibility of the natural model.
At the same time, the model must quickly and continuously adapt to the new real information of signal sensors correctness and extract their environment's eigen weights and bias. This idea is more realistic as an alternative solution in real outdoor practice. Therefore, this model is combined with the extended previous sensors software application to automate an online detection. This reinforcement helps greatly decrease the computational complexity, the training time consuming without any false gases' identification. Compared to existing artificial neural network models in terms of several criteria: mean square errors (MSEs) in the form of TEI and CTEIs, identification accuracy, large distances among the classes, the performance of our model appears in visual images, temporal data collecting size and training time.
Concerning the MLP structure, the only one hidden layer is mathematically demonstrated by [22] . The neurons numbers of input and output layers are determined to equal the dimension of the sensors variables and analyzed odor types, respectively. The hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer functions are properly selected to avoid any mathematical explanations of our model. Therefore, the recurved slope of these functions can help the model to better learn the small variations in the input variables. It also generates more distinguished nonlinear responses: −1 and +1 represent very low negative and very high positive responses levels of the natural model respectively [25] . Whereas, the rest of the key parameters are automatically selected by our model techniques to reach the optimal network topology as detailed in the proposed model part below. Another contribution of the newly emergent idea is that it can be used in the criteria of smart city clean environment insuring green air certificate [26] . This on-line application can also help control the indoor air filtration depollution without any inaccurate information recorded in the automated systems, which has become a source of false alarms or false positive alarms for a healthy life.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows, The materials and experimental data are briefly cited in Section II, in which we have provided samples applied for processing the algorithm construction including both learning and testing phases. Thereafter, the gases choice monitoring interest and the modeling methodology are also detailed in this Section. Subsequently, in Section III, the artificial neural network algorithm is described. The experimental results and discussions presented along with the supplenetary part in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion with the future work is dealt with in Section V.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
This section is going to expose the complex part of the data and describe the modeling methodology.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The available data have many specifications. The part of the toxic gas sensor samples, used in this paper, has been extracted from the original dataset accessible on UCI repository [17] . In this part, we have used a few samples related to just three different gases, namely ammonia, ethanol, and toluene. These gases are hazardous contaminants to air quality. They are both produced in nature and anthropogenic sources. In fact, the presence of these pollutants, spreading in the air even in case of low concentration, is very dangerous [27] .
For the above environmental reasons, the gases identification, even in the case of a few parts per million (PPM), must be monitored in whatever aforesaid conditions. To do this, a part of the used experimental material preponderantly consists of sensors matrix. The e-nose is made of 16 gas sensors of TGS type from Figaro which were exposed to detect the lowest concentration, i.e., 10 ppm, of the hazardous gases. Even more, we select just the features values related to only the four different TGS x(x: 2600, 2602, 2610 and 2620) instead of the four gas sensors of each type which makes 16. To achieve this, it is necessary to read carefully the instructions, knowing that the order of the following sensors is very important as detailed in [16] . For the sensors responses, we have chosen the steadystate and dynamic features, evaluated by the values of only 0.1 and 0.01 of the exponential moving average filter for both the rising and decaying stages. In other words, we have ignored both features related to 0.001 value. For more details about this interesting dataset, refer to [16] .
Therefore, each of the sensors used in the study contributes with 6 features, that is 24 element vector, from 128 element vector, have been selected. This latter is also matrixed in the form of (4.6) matrix to input layer.
These features are so complicated that they limit the principal component analysis method which is due to the uneven sensitivity of the sensors among the indistinguishable types. Besides, the analytical techniques applied for data collection have been detailed in previously published works [17] , [28] . In addition to that, we use the complex part of the database that meets the practical demanded requirements.
B. MODELING METHODOLOGY
This part describes how the network model conjugates with data division management. A combined neural networkbased identifier model is going to be developed for the three hazardous gases identification no matter where the gases are. The fixed network topology framework is being input with matrix values derived from the characterization of sensors signals and sizable out-putting with three hazardous gases as vector size. While, the hidden layer neurons, the activation functions coefficients and other key internal parameters (iterations, learning rates, estimated mathematical strategy errors) are automatically and optimally selected. They are also easily adapted to have the minimal means squared error (MSE) of back propagation training one sample for each one of the three gases type. The other details of the mathematical strategy model have been detailed below.
In regard to the experimental samples, the testing data consist of 10 samples of each type which randomly and nonrandomly test the network model in order to evaluate its identifier potentiality.
For the first time, our model is trained with only one sample of each gas type to test the rest of all data samples. In contrast, the traditional identifier model needs a large dimensional data prepared in laboratories. 60 to 80% of data is needed for the learning phase to barely test the rest of data 20 to 40%. These complexities can be regarded as a criterion to judge our model whether it is capable of solving the above criticalities emerging in real complex chemical and physical conditions.
III. THE PROPOSED NATURAL NEURAL LEARNING MODEL
In this section, the proposed natural neural learning (NNL) model is developed within the artificial neural network (ANN) framework. The artificial neural network, multilayer perceptron (MLP), is a supervised computational algorithms commonly combined with the e-nose soft part. The MLP topology is constructed with input and output layers and a single hidden layer according to [21] . Whereas, the artificial neurons number in the input layer is equal to the dimension of explanatory variables of e-nose sensors array for each detection [29] . The neurons number in the output layer is equivalent to the gases type being identified. For the hidden layers conception, a single hidden layer is enough with a continuous sigmoidal nonlinearity as a solution to any complicated functions, based on the famous mathematical demonstration [22] . The connection between the layers neurons is that the input layer neurons receive the signal values and separately transmit them on duplicate to all hidden layer neurons. The hidden neurons values are multiplied by weights and bias in order to be summed with the first activation function, as an output of the hidden layer. In the same analogy, the sum of the hidden neurons values is also weighted and biased to be finally calculated with the final function. At this point, we have developed this classic neural model by adding learnable novel parameters in their objective equations.
For the first time, the number of classes (in addition to the number of samples and the encoded desired output for classes), learning rates and their test errors are parametrized to extract the eigen weights and bias for each class in the training phase. Furthermore, the rest of the appropriate network parameters: initial weight and bias, neuron excitation function, the learning rate, and the hyperbolic tangent functions (Tanhs) with their coefficients are optimally determined as made clear below. On this basis, the essential equations sum up these concepts in order to program the NNL code below:
with s hid j,t = I i=1 w i,j,t x inp i,t + w j,0,t for notational simplicity. i, j are the numbers of elements in the input and hidden layers, respectively, with t as a number of odors type. x i are the raw sensors variable that can fit into the network's input layer. The w i,j,t , w j,0,t are the appropriate eigen weights and bias connecting the input with hidden layers. y hid j,t is the response of the j −th hidden unit of the network. While, the connection between the hidden layer and the output layer is shown in accordance with the following equations.
The w j,k,t , w k,0,t are the appropriate eigen weights and bias related to the connection between hidden and output layers symbolized in the equations by ''hid'' and ''out'', respectively. Finally, the whole network's output should function according to the following equation:
with f a (x) = 1−e −τax 1+e −τax ; a = 1 : 2. y out k,t is the response of the k −th hidden unit of the network and k is the number of elements in the final output. It is mandatory to adjust the network's eigen weights and bias to each odor type through backpropagation in order to minimize the class mean-squared error function TEI and maximize the two CTEIs errors.
Errors evaluation, which refers to the closeness of errors between the calculated output model and the desired outputs, is evaluated by computing the determination coefficient values, as shown below.
(y out k,t (n) − y t (n)) 2 , t related to gas type (4) With y out k,t (n) and y t (n) are functionally a calculated and desired output of neural network respectively. The former mentioned conception is approximately developed to be identical to the smell sense of human learning. To achieve that, the new adjusted weight values are interconchanged to minimize the errors using the adapted back-propagation algorithm with gradient descent [30] as follows: eq. 5 and eq. 6 which design respectively weights and bias' adjustment of each class t:
w j,0,t (n + 1) = w j,0,t (n) + w j,0,t (n)
The local gradient δ t is the derivative of the eigen error of class t with respect to the weights and bias according to upcoming equations:
when
The non-noted indices are explained in the hereafter notations; N = 1 for online learning. d = 1, 2, 3 for a local learning sample of each type. The learning rate is n, 0 < η < 1 [31] .
To do this, the optimal architecture of the network must realize the equation system conditions. 2 , TEI nearly equal zero for the true identified gaz. and CTEIs = (y out k,t (n)−y t (n)) 2 , CTEIs must reach a high value.
For each learned class, we obtain EWBs which is used to test its class through TEI and control the test of other classes through CTEI. In other words, each class is tested by one TEI and 2 CTEIs since we have 3 gas classes. To reach the targeted goal, the EWbs are repeatedly updated in an iterative way until the error is accepted for all the data sample during the training steps. Consequently, the unknown input gases are used either to be correctly identified in the test process or not. The development lies in the fact that the traditional model refers to methods adjusting the overall learning rate for the whole network. Instead, our model, adapted to independent learning rates for each weight and bias, is related faithfully to each odor type.
The flowchart of neural learning algorithm model is described in Figure 1 , where the data sets are extracted from the real experimental results which are divided into training and testing data. The consideration of database is composed of 33 samples distributed equitably in three classes. The data are divided into two parts. Only 3 samples are used for the learning part and 30 samples are used for the testing part, modifying at best the main notion of learning. The selection of samples used in learning and testing is done randomly and non randomly. The training data set contains only one sample of each type with a defined learning algorithm to optimize a network local model. It is precisely computed to estimate the fundamental parameters of MLP, except that the neuron numbers of input and output layers are fixed according to the sensors features and gases types, relatively; whereas, the hidden layers are fixed in just one. The rest of these parameters is cited bellow:
• The initial eigen weights and bias are selected from a uniform random distribution in [−1, 1].
• The number of neurons in the hidden layer is initialed: from one to n neurons with a 1 step. This latter is evaluated simultaneously with the parameters below. sub-loop adds a step incrementally. The coefficient's loop is also dominated by the first loop with the same analogy when it is looped. In other words, each added step in the first loop rotates both loops completely. At the same time, each added step in the second loop increments all the steps of the last combined sub-loop. The valid model training is made to reach the target errors which stop the update of the eigen weight and eigen bias of each sample type. This optimal model must be tested for the last time by a data test to make sure whether it precisely identifies gases or to redo the model again. Knowing that in each operation, we have three errors related to three eigen weights of three gases types. For this, the selected model must be successful to accurately identify all the tested gases which have to strictly satisfy the main conditions:
a) The error of identified gas (TEI) must be close to zero. b) The two control test errors identification (CTEIs) must be equal to the maximum values, depending in this time on the desired and calculated output.
These classes are largely encoded as follow: [1, −1, −1], [−1, −1, 1] and [−1, 1, −1]. Also, the chosen activation functions are Tanhs in the hidden and output layers with their values which are close to −1 and +1, respectively. Besides, the functions coefficients are used to sensibly approach the curvatures at the attempted desired outputs values in which the validation stage has the lowest TEI and the highest CTEIs.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The natural neural network learning is then trained with only three sets of three gases samples, one sample for each type. However, the empirical testing of the selected minimal MLP architecture shows that 36 neurons in the hidden layer with small values of functions coefficients are an optimal network configuration.
The MLP design with the (4.6) − (6.6) − (3.1) topology, which is created and trained, is highly effective at generalizing 30 gases samples, 10 samples for each gas type. These gases were not seen during ''the training phase'' which meets the requirements of the learning time with the possibility to make it easily workable in any air safety area.
Hence, one of our underlying significant contributions is done in a fully-automated optimal conception model. This conception is effortlessly deployed, instead of the tiresome and empiric choices of the neural architecture, learnt only through the largest laboratory data [32] . This requires at least 50 samples for each class, unlike our model which necessitates the shortest time and a minimum dimension reduction possible in order not only to reduce the learning latency, hardware resources, power consumption but also to automatize the optimal MLP design [33] . Precisely, the average time and data dimension reduction needed to train our model is around 150 times faster than the whole classic training, since there are three classes.
Consequently, the experimental results are presented in different figures as below to verify visually all the desired performances mentioned above. Figure 2 shows outstanding results in terms of gases classification and identification accuracy, with maximal separation among all the classes projected on 2D. The samples of each class are agglomerated at the desired coordinates which are seen as a single point.
For more visualization, each class was stretched and sensibly aggrandized. Thus, the agglomeration of each class is dissociated into its elements as enlightened in the three subfigures (Figure 3 ) mentioned as a key map of figure 2 .
The classes, when closely viewed, show that the red points are the identified gases, whereas, the other three different colors points (triangles) are the classified gases.
The enlargements are done in order to keep the maximum of identified samples with their classified samples in subfigure (a). In contrast, an identified sample is discarded in subfigure (b) and another is overlapped with its neighbors as shown in subfigure (c).
If we focus on the levels of all classified or identified classes, our model can powerfully distinguish the classes Furthermore, if at least one sample is classified or misidentified, it should clearly appear as an aberrant point to be out of class's sample in Figure 2 . Therefore, we have to enlarge to the maximum the classes desired coordinates (desired outputs) and output size by choosing the (1, −1, −1), (−1, 1, −1) and (−1, −1, 1) , which we have approximately achieved with calculated coordinates (calculated outputs) as shown in the above subfigures. It is worth recalling that the calculated outputs are projected in the coordinate points. Otherwise, the difference between the desired and calculated coordinates (MSE errors in the form of TEI) is sensible in case of false identification when appearing as a peak, especially when it comes to the non-random process. For this reason, as clearly shown in Figure 6 , all the figures are enlarged and presented to verify again the values' errors (CTEIs). The CTEIs are calculated from the difference between the encoded classes and the scattered points coordinates (classes samples) which are clear in the subfigures of Figure 3 and 6 .
In other words, this practical identification of all the detected gases in real time is judged to be true based on a solid and simultaneous triple control of each decision. It would be enough to assign the three MSEs -one TEI and two CTEIsof each class, instead of one in the traditional models. Both CTEIs are used to verify whether TEI is true.
In addition to this, the distinctness between the CTEIs and TEIs of classes is also clearly visible through their curves behaviors mentioned in Figures 4 and 5 , with a random and non-random samples selection. The non-random sampling test visualizes at best the results in terms of values level (TEIs, CTEIs) and number samples pointed on the curves of the errors. However, the random sampling is added to verify the result stability. Each gas sample identification is simultaneously identified by the TEI and verified by the two other CTEIs. This acceptable TEI is approximately equal to zero and re-verified by the CTEIs which have high values: around 4. Since there are 30 samples to be tested, there are 30 TEIs and 60 CTEIs related to minimal and high values levels respectively, as mentioned in Figures 4 and 5 .
In Figure 4 − 9, the x and y−coordinates correspond to the testing samples and their test errors, respectively. To make the drawing clearer, 30 samples are shown in x−axis, whereas the errors assigned to each tested sample are shown in y−axis. Figure 4 shows the variation of test errors related to the 30 samples identification with a random samples selection. The higher levels, which are related to the CTEIs, indicate that the evaluated sample does not belong to these classes. However, the other values are lower on the basis that they are TEIs which are the outcome of the identified samples. More than this, the TEI and the two CTEIs of each identified sample is given by using the EWBs of its class and the EWBs of the other classes, respectively. Figure 5 is presented also to reconfirm the stable results of the model obtained in Figure 4 although, this time, the samples selection is non-random. It turned out that the same errors (TEIs and CTEIs) have been achieved as obtained with different sampling techniques as illustrated in both Figure 4 and 5.
All the overlapping texts within the figures should be clear and readable to understand the results. The main difference between the TEIs and CTEIs levels at scale y values is what makes each one of these errors of each level as if they have the same value.
For this reason, we have carefully enlarged the axis y scale to both higher and lower levels of the previously mentioned errors in the form of auxiliary figures.
Even better, the figures are dedicated to separately enlarge the previous two levels of the eigen errors' test (TEIs and CTEIs).These last errors are highlighted to help ensure that the identification is practically true as it was stressed.
To clarify the distinctness among the classes and clearly verify the stable results, the experiment was repeated with both selection manners of testing samples which randomly and non-randomly select only the identification errors as shown in Figures 7 and 8 , respectively. The variation of the classes MSEs mentioned these figures which are as practically selected from both Figure 4 and 5.
Besides, the errors curve highlights three different levels. One of which is related to the gas type. The difference of levels confirms once again that it depends on both the material propriety of the sensors and the gases types. In terms of numbers, it is noticed that the TEI values are lowered to a large extent around three values according to the number of classes.
The errors: 2.502e −05 and 3.020e −05 correspond to minimal and maximal TEIs, respectively. Nevertheless, in order to maximize CTEIs, according to our approach, the nature of this model (3 outputs with 1 and −1 as an active or inactive neuron, respectively) must be taken into account. Therefore, maximizing the difference between the desired class output in case of (1, −1, −1) and the calculated output based on the EWBs of the other classes, the calculated output must reach (−1, 1, 1) which makes CTEIs = ((1 − (−1)) 2 + (−1 − 1) 2 + (−1 − 1) 2 )/3 = (2 2 + 2 2 + 2 2 )/3 = 4 as a theoretical maximization which we have almost reached, knowing that power of our model stability based on the EWBs values, producing the same results. Each gas is identified based on the three calculated errors (TEI and CTEIs) related to the three EWbs values extracted from on-line training of the three different gases samples. The minimal value faithfully identifies the gas type when the two other values are very high, abiding the methodology strategy which demonstrates the requirements above. Furthermore, each identified gas has the smallest error TEI verses the two highest errors CTEIs that correspond to both remaining gases as shown in the figures above. As a result of this, the identifier performance accuracy attains 100% correct classifications and identifications which really improves that our model is nearly similar to the human behavior; as we mentioned earlier. In addition to our previous comparison with the traditional MLP, for the same data, we have also compared our model with the following approaches: traditional principal component analysis (PCA), support vector machine (SVM), improved SVMs, Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) and Weighted Domain Transfer Extreme Learning Machine (WDTELM) in paper [35] .
Briefly, the relatively enhanced experimental performance of WDTELM, using at most around 20% less samples, achieving nearly better classification accuracy than other said approaches above. However, they are less efficient than our model thanks to all the advantages discussed earlier.
A. SUPPLEMENTARY PART
Note that the supplementary information results confirm the completeness and clarity of the natural model advantages since the classes are independently trained to overcome several training complexities.
Most important of all, the sub-learning of each class is obviously independent from the sub-leanings of other classes. This explains that the error levels of each class can favorably decrease rapidly when augmenting the number of iterations.
In the first numbers of iterations (less than 20), the TEIs level of the classes is in an increasing order (class 1 is followed by class 2 and then class 3) as shown in the blue curve in Figure 10 . However, when the number of iteration is around 20, the first and second classes have almost the same level of TEIs (red curve). Perversely, the opposite is obtained when iterations are more than 22 (yellow and violet curves). The training of each class is done independently from the others even though they are all done in the same learning operations. These emergent results, relative to those transitions, might contribute to solve the frequent problems of the traditional learning which will be deeply studied in our future work. 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
As a conclusion, this paper has shown that it is successfully possible to profitably develop neural network learning to emulate as close as possible the human olfactory system. Indeed, the human learning is reached in terms of learned samples anywhere with real time training (on-line) without complexities to faithfully identify the gases based on their eigen weights and bias. For more learning classes autonomy, the other independent parameters of each class; the iterations required, the hidden layer's neurons, etc, can be active when necessary. Another significant contribution lies in fully-automated conception of optimal architecture. The key parameters are judiciously selected, including even the activation functions with coefficients which are carefully determined by applying the integrated loops instruction into MLP loop. This methodology has helped to optimize the working conditions: from laboratory generic conditions to real work conditions. The cases of tolerated drift signal sensors are also overcome thanks to this proposed model without disturbing the identification accuracy through selecting the samples which are detected by sensors pre-aging. In terms of future work, to activate others possibilities of our model such as eigen number of neurons in the hidden layer, eigen iterations number of each class, we are going to integrate Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) [4] , [36] . They are there so as to reduce the running time of our identifier model and reinforce the hardware part of e-nose for controlling, henceforth, the gases identification in any complex real working conditions. The rationale behind this is to ensure in real time the high air quality monitoring.
